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“Cen Jiang took a step forward. “I’m sorry, Professor Yue. I Can’t listen to your orders before Miss Ye 

Comes!” ” 

 

“If he sped up the operation and shut down the nuclear reactor, what would happen to the aircraft 

carrier project? ” 

 

“As the head of large C zone, he had the responsibility to protect large C zone! ” 

 

“Cen Jiang! I’m ordering you in the name of the CEN Base Professor!”Professor Yue’s expression was 

very ugly. 

 

“Cen Jiang stood straight. “Professor Yue, I still stand by my words. Before Miss Ye arrives, I will not let 

anyone touch anything in the large C District!” ” 

 

Professor Yue was so angry that his entire body was trembling. “Do you know the consequences if the 

nuclear reactor is leaked? You’re joking with the lives of everyone in the base!” 

 

“”Professor Yue, don’t worry. Miss Ye will definitely arrive before the nuclear reactor is leaked.” ” 

 

“On the phone, ye Zao specifically instructed him to protect the nuclear reactor. No matter what, he 

could not let ye Zao down! ” 

 

“Tang Xue said in a timely manner, “Cen Jiang, Professor Yue is also an old leader of the base. is her 

words less important than miss ye’s? Now even Professor Yue can’t order you around?” ” 

 



“Tang Xue’s words ignited the anger in Professor Yue’s heart. She felt that her authority had been 

challenged. Just as Tang Xue had said, she had been in the base for so many years and was still a leader. 

Could it be that she was not as important as ye Zhuo? ” 

 

“All these years, she had made so many contributions to the base. What had Ye Zhuo done? ” 

 

But now. 

 

She couldn’t order Cen Jiang around! 

 

It had to be said that Tang Xue had used this trick of sowing discord to perfection. 

 

Professor Yue held back the anger in his heart and gave Cen Jiang a slap. 

 

“Slap!” 

 

“This slap was clear and loud, and everyone was stunned. ” 

 

Especially Tang Xue. 

 

“She had followed professor Yue for so many years, but she had never seen professor Yue so angry. ” 

 

“When she looked up again, Cen Jiang’s face was already swollen with a palm print. ” 

 

“Professor Yue said with a cold face, “I’ll ask you again, are you going or not?” ” 

 

“”Professor Yue is really impressive!”At this moment, a light voice came from the air, followed by the 

sound of footsteps. ” 

 



“Everyone looked back and saw a slender figure coming against the light. It was hazy, and some people 

could not see her face clearly, but the powerful aura around her made people suck in a breath of cold 

air. ” 

 

At the same time. 

 

The sirens that covered the sky and Earth suddenly stopped at this moment. 

 

Danger averted! 

 

Tang Xue was stunned. 

 

Ye Zao didn’t Run? 

 

Professor Yue was also a little surprised when he saw ye Zao. 

 

Why was the alarm averted the moment ye Zao Came? 

 

What did she do? 

 

Cen Jiang’s eyes lit up. “Miss Ye.” 

 

“Ye Zao nodded slightly. When he passed by Tang Xue, he raised his hand slightly. ” 

 

“Slap!” 

 

A slap landed on Tang Xue’s face. 

 

Tang Xue was stunned! 



 

“Everything happened too quickly. By the time everyone reacted, Tang Xue’s face was already swollen 

with a palm print. Looking at it this way, it was somewhat terrifying. ” 

 

“No one had expected ye Zao to suddenly make a move, and even less expected that ye Zao would hit 

someone. ” 

 

“Ye Zao! What are you doing?”Professor Yue glared at Ye Zao. 

 

“Ye Zao pinched his wrist. “Whatever professor Yue was doing, I was doing!” ” 

 

It was obvious. 

 

She was venting her anger on Cen Jiang. 

 

“After saying that, Ye Zao raised his hand again and slapped Tang Xue. “Professor Yue owed Cen Jiang 

that slap just now. This slap is to sow discord between you! Miss Tang, remember to be careful with 

your words and actions in the future!” ” 

 

“Tang Xue’s eyes were filled with stars and she almost lost her balance. Fortunately, Professor Yue was 

able to support her in time. “Little Xue!” ” 

 

“Tang Xue used her hand to support her head. She felt that her entire head was numb, and her ears 

were buzzing. Tears of grievance flowed down her face. ” 

 

On what basis! 

 

On what basis did ye Zhuo hit her? 

 

“Unfortunately, Tang Xue did not have the slightest ability to fight back. ” 

 



“Professor Yue raised his head to look at Ye Zhuo, his face devoid of any color. “Ye Zhuo! You, you’ve 

gone too far!” ” 

 

“Although ye Zhuo had hit Tang Xue, this was worse than hitting professor Yue’s own face. ” 

 

“As the saying goes, one had to look at the owner before hitting a dog. ” 

 

Who did not know that Tang Xue was brought up by her! 

 

“But Ye Zhuo, ye Zhuo actually dared to hit Tang Xue in front of her today! ” 

 

Wasn’t this rubbing against her face on the ground? 

 

Too Much! 

 

This was simply too much! 

 

“”Coming to our C zone to flaunt your might and hit people, who exactly is the one who went too 

far?”Ye Zao raised his chin slightly. There was clearly no expression in his eyes, but it made people feel a 

chill down their spine, “I have never had any good points. I just like to protect my own shortcomings. If 

you dare to bully people from our C zone again, it won’t be as simple as a slap!” ” 
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Cen Jiang looked at Ye Zao. 

 

He was so excited that he felt that the wound on his face no longer hurt. 

 



It was also at this moment that Cen Jiang felt that he had not chosen the wrong person. 

 

“No matter what happened in the future, he would follow ye Zao unswervingly! ” 

 

“Cen He, Cen Hu, and Cen Hai behind him were also very excited. ” 

 

The other technical personnel at the side were even more excited. 

 

“When professor Yue started to hit Cen Jiang, they thought that Cen Jiang would be slapped by 

Professor Yue for nothing. They did not expect that ye Zao would get everything back in the blink of an 

eye. ” 

 

“Miss Ye was too aggressive just now!” 

 

“The eyes of an old technician at the side were red. “Miss Ye is really a good leader…”if it was anyone 

else, they would definitely let it go. Who would care about the feelings of an employee? ” 

 

But Ye Zhuo did not. 

 

This meant that she valued everyone under her. 

 

“Professor Yue was so angry that he was about to vomit blood. “Ye Zhuo, what right do you have to hit 

Xiaoxue! I want you to apologize to Xiaoxue immediately!” ” 

 

“”Then what right do you have to hit Cen Jiang? In terms of status, Cen Jiang is not lower than Tang Xue. 

In terms of seniority, Cen Jiang is also not lower than Tang Xue!”Ye Zhuo’s tone was indifferent, 

“Professor Yue, this is Area C, not a place for you to show off. If you want to show off, go home and do 

it!” ” 

 

Professor Yue choked and was so angry that she was about to have a heart attack. 

 



How dare she? 

 

How dare she! 

 

“She had been in the base for a long time. When anyone saw her, it was not out of politeness. Other 

than Cen Shaoqing, no one dared to talk to her like that. ” 

 

“However, ye Zao not only treated her with such an attitude, but he also publicly slapped her in the face, 

causing her to lose face in front of so many people. ” 

 

Professor Yue could not swallow this insult. 

 

“Ye Zao slowly put on his rubber gloves. “Two Rivers, three lakes, four seas, send professor Yue out!” ” 

 

“Cen He, Cen Hu, and Cen Hai immediately stood up. “Professor Yue, Please.” ” 

 

Professor Yue gave ye Zhuo a deep look before helping Tang Xue out of the storage room. 

 

Elder Wu and elder Zhao immediately followed their footsteps. 

 

“After walking out of the storage room, professor Yue comforted her, “Little Xue, the heavens will take 

away your freedom. Don’t worry, I will definitely help you get justice. I Won’t let you suffer in vain.” ” 

 

“Aunt Yue!”Tang Xue didn’t even call her professor anymore. She hugged professor Yue and cried out 

bitterly. 

 

“”Good child, Don’t Cry Anymore!”Professor Yue patted Tang Xue’s back ” 

 

In the storage room. 

 



“Cen Jiang walked in front of ye Zao and bowed deeply. “Miss Ye, thank you.” ” 

 

“Ye Zao raised his head and glanced at Cen Jiang. “Not everyone can bully us in Area C. in the future, if 

anyone bullies you again, just beat them up! If anything happens, I’ll take responsibility!” ” 

 

“After saying that, Ye Zhuo looked up at the others and said, “The same goes for all of you.” ” 

 

“”Got it, Miss Ye!”Everyone answered in unison. ” 

 

“Ye Zhuo nodded slightly and said, “Then, let’s Get to work! Dajiang, bring some people to check that 

side. erhe, you’re in charge of that side. Sanhu, Sihai, you go to the defense team and activate the 

Defense System!”Although she had temporarily deactivated the alarm.., for the sake of safety, she still 

had to check it again. ” 

 

“Everyone had their own duties. Although they were busy, they were not in a mess. ” 

 

“On the other side, after comforting Tang Xue, professor Yue hurried to Cen Shaoqing’s office. ” 

 

If ye Zhuo did not give her an explanation for today’s matter… 

 

It was not over! 

 

“After all, she was an elder of the base. If ye Zhuo did this, how would she have the face to stand in front 

of everyone in the future? ” 

 

Professor Yue had just walked to the door of Cen Shaoqing’s office when he saw a figure rushing out. 

 

“It was Cen Shaoqing’s assistant, Zhou Yue. ” 

 

“Seeing Professor Yue, Zhou Yue rushed up to him. “Professor Yue, you’re here! Master five just told me 

to look for you!” ” 



 

“Master Five is looking for me?”Professor Yue looked up in disbelief. 

 

“Yes.”Zhou Yue nodded. “Please follow me in.” 

 

Why was Cen Shaoqing looking for her? 

 

Was it because of ye Zao? 

 

“After what ye Zao had done to her, could it be that Cen Shaoqing wanted to avenge her? ” 

 

He did not expect Cen Shaoqing to not be at the scene. He was rather well-informed. 

 

Professor Yue felt a little better when he thought that Cen Shaoqing would avenge him. 

 

She would personally ask Tang Xue to return the two slaps and then ask ye Zao to apologize to her. 

 

“Zhou Yue knocked on the door. “Master Five, professor Yue is here.” ” 

 

“Come in.”A deep voice came through the thick wooden door. 

 

Professor Yue pushed the door open and entered. 

 

Cen Shaoqing was sitting at his desk. 

 

“Professor Yue walked over. “Master Five, you were looking for me?” ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing threw out a piece of paper. “Take this and go to the personnel department to handle the 

retirement formalities.” 



 

Retirement formalities? 

 

“Upon hearing this, professor Yue’s face turned white. ” 

 

She was only 48 this year and was not even old enough to retire. What was Cen Shaoqing trying to do? 

 

Expel her? 
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Although Cen Shaoqing was talking about retirement. 

 

“In fact, it was expulsion. ” 

 

She had dedicated her life to the base. 

 

“She did not expect that in the end, she would have the reputation of being expelled. ” 

 

She had just been slapped in the face by Ye Zhuo. It was the time when she lost face. She had hoped 

that Cen Shaoqing would seek justice for her in front of everyone. 

 

Who knew that Cen Shaoqing would actually throw her a retirement letter. 

 

How was she going to gain a foothold in front of everyone? 

 

Professor Yue did not believe this to be true. 



 

She also did not expect that CEN Shaoqing would do this for ye Zao! 

 

She was not reconciled! 

 

Professor Yue was really not reconciled. 

 

“”Fifth Master.”Professor Yue raised his head and looked at Cen Shaoqing, “Ever since the establishment 

of the base, I have been following behind you. Along the way, I can be considered as half an elder of the 

Cen family base, not to mention my great achievements! What you have done is really disappointing!” ” 

 

“Elder?”Cen Shaoqing twirled the Buddhist beads and looked up at Professor Yue. His deep eyes could 

not see the end of it. “You think you can take advantage of your seniority just because you are an 

elder?” 

 

Take advantage of her seniority? 

 

Professor Yue’s heart skipped a beat. He could not breathe in or out. He felt extremely uncomfortable. 

 

She had never thought that she would actually take advantage of her seniority in Cen Shaoqing’s heart! 

 

“She had dedicated her life to the Cen family’s base, but she had never thought that in the end, it would 

end up like this. ” 

 

Ridiculous. 

 

Truly ridiculous! 

 

“Professor Yue took a deep breath, “Fifth master, you will regret what you did today one day. King Zhou 

of the Shang dynasty, King Zhou you of the Western Zhou dynasty, and Li Longji of the Tang dynasty are 

all examples of you! The Cen family’s base will definitely be destroyed by ye Zao’s hands!” ” 



 

“After saying this, professor Yue turned around and left angrily. ” 

 

There was no need to wait for too long. 

 

“At most, half a month. ” 

 

“At least, three days. ” 

 

“According to ye Zao’s method of storing the nuclear reactor, there would be problems in less than half 

a month. ” 

 

“At that time, the nuclear reactor would leak and cause a large area of radiation. She wanted to see how 

CEN Shaoqing would end up! ” 

 

“Professor Yue came all the way to the office, packed his things, and prepared to leave. ” 

 

“After packing all his things, professor Yue went back to the department and said goodbye to the staff. 

“Everyone, be quiet.” ” 

 

“Hearing this, the staff all looked up at Professor Yue. ” 

 

“Professor Yue continued, “I have an announcement to make.” ” 

 

An announcement? 

 

“Hearing this, everyone was in a heated discussion. They were all wondering if ye Zhuo was going to 

apologize to professor Yue in public. ” 

 



“With professor Yue’s position in the department, Cen Shaoqing would definitely make ye Zhuo 

apologize in public. ” 

 

“Professor Yue’s proud disciple stood up. “Teacher, you’re an old senior in the base. Miss ye has only 

been here for a few months. She didn’t give you face so easily. Please don’t forgive her so easily.” ” 

 

“Sun Yu is right. We can’t forgive her so easily!” 

 

A group of people echoed Professor Yue’s words. 

 

“Professor Yue looked at everyone with a guilty expression. “I’m sorry, I’ve Disappointed Everyone!” ” 

 

Disappointed? 

 

What was going on? 

 

Everyone looked at Professor Yue in confusion. 

 

“Professor Yue continued, “You can’t wait for Miss Ye’s apology.” ” 

 

“Why?” 

 

“Professor Yue looked at the crowd and said with some difficulty, “Because, because, I’ve retired.” ” 

 

Retired? 

 

Professor Yue was going to retire? 

 

“There was a moment of silence in the air. Sun Yu stood up and said, “Teacher, if I remember correctly, 

you are not yet old enough to retire this year, right?” ” 



 

“The retirement age for Chinese women was 55 years old, but Professor Yue was not even 50 years old 

this year, so how could he possibly retire. ” 

 

“Moreover, this was too sudden! ” 

 

Professor Yue had clearly gone up today to study nuclear fission with them. 

 

How could he say that he would retire just like that! 

 

“Hearing this, Professor Yue’s face was full of a bitter smile, but he still raised his head and pretended 

that nothing had happened. “It’s okay, I’ll retire early and enjoy my life. It’s just a pity that I won’t be 

able to work with everyone in the future.” ” 

 

“”Why?”Everyone asked, “Professor Yue, why did you suddenly retire?” ” 

 

Professor Yue shook his head. “It’s nothing. I just retired. Don’t people retire when they reach their age? 

I just retired a little earlier than others.” 

 

Was it a little earlier? 

 

“Actually, it was more than seven years earlier! ” 

 

“To researchers, seven years was extremely precious. ” 

 

But now… 

 

“After he finished speaking.., professor Yue continued, “In the future, when I’m not around, I hope that 

everyone will work hard and not bring trouble to the members of the other departments. “After I leave, 

master five will definitely arrange for a new professor to come over. Remember to cooperate well with 

the new professor… “. “…” ” 
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“In the end, professor Yue sobbed. Anyone with a discerning eye could see that professor Yue had been 

wronged. ” 

 

“Seeing professor Yue like this, everyone discussed and guessed what kind of wrongs professor Yue had 

suffered. ” 

 

“A moment later, Sun Yu stood up and said, “Teacher, are you retiring early because of Miss Ye’s 

matter?” ” 

 

“Professor Yue was silent for a moment before continuing, “Actually, it has nothing to do with Miss Ye. 

It’s because I shouldn’t have offended Miss Ye. Being retired early is a punishment that I should accept.” 

” 

 

So it was really because of ye Zhuo! 

 

“Hearing this, Sun Yu said angrily, “On what basis? It was clearly miss ye who bullied others first. On 

what basis should I let you retire?”Professor Yue had been in the base for nearly twenty years, he had 

made a lot of contributions to the base. What had ye Zhuo done for the base? ” 

 

“Moreover, this was in itself ye Zhuo’s fault! ” 

 

On what basis did she let Professor Yue retire? 

 

“Although it sounded like a retirement, it was actually a dismissal. ” 

 

The most important thing was that the early retirement pension was only one-fifth of the full-age 

retirement pension. 



 

“In other words, professor Yue himself had a pension of fifty thousand yuan. Now, he could only get ten 

thousand yuan. The honor that should have been given to professor Yue would also not be given to him. 

” 

 

“If a big shot like professor Yue were to retire at the age of full age, she would be hired by some 

universities to be a professor. ” 

 

But Now? 

 

“Professor Yue had been retired early, and her resume had been added with a disgraceful stroke. 

Without Cen Shaoqing’s guarantee and recommendation, no university would be willing to hire her! ” 

 

“Whether it was from the point of view of money or honor, early retirement was very disadvantageous 

to Professor Yue! ” 

 

“Hearing these words, the other members of the department were also indignant. ” 

 

Indignant! 

 

It was really infuriating! 

 

Was there any justice in this world? 

 

“The one who was wronged was obviously professor Yue, but now, professor Yue was actually retired 

early! ” 

 

“”We should have gotten ye Zhuo to get out of the base!”Sun Yu continued, “Ever since ye Zhuo came to 

the base, the base has been in a mess. The most ridiculous thing is that she still made some big talk 

about building a space mothership. Not only is it a waste of resources, it has also affected the safety of 

our lives!” ” 

 



“As soon as she said that, the members of the department immediately nodded in agreement. ” 

 

“”Let alone a space mothership, I don’t think she can even build a space ship!” ” 

 

Building a space ship required many years of space experience as well as scientific research foundation. 

 

What did ye Zao have? 

 

Did she have space experience or scientific research foundation? 

 

Didn’t Ye Zao get first place in the science and Technology competition once? 

 

Who knew if she cheated! 

 

“I really don’t know why master five trusted her so much!” 

 

“It’s because of her face!” 

 

“I never thought that one day our master five would also be distracted by beauty! No wonder there 

were so many stupid emperors in ancient times!” 

 

“Sun Yu interrupted the crowd, “It’s useless to talk about other things now. The most important thing 

now is how to get justice for Professor Yue! The one who should get lost is ye Zao. We can’t let Professor 

Yue suffer this injustice for nothing!” ” 

 

“”Sun Yu is right. If you want to get lost, it’s Ye Zao who should get lost!”A tall girl stood up and said, 

“Why don’t we work together and find master five to reason with! “If master five doesn’t give us an 

answer, we will go on a collective strike!” ” 

 

“Sun Yu immediately raised her hand and shouted, “Collective strike!” ” 



 

“When he shouted, everyone immediately shouted, “Strike! Strike!” ” 

 

Professor Yue looked at everyone and felt a little excited. 

 

“She had long known that she had a great influence. There were more than fifty members in the 

department. If all fifty of them really went on strike, the nuclear project would not be able to continue, 

and the nuclear project would not be able to continue, the experimental report would not be able to be 

submitted within the stipulated time, and the order would not be completed on time. ” 

 

“At that time, the base would be in a half-paralyzed state. She did not believe that Cen Shaoqing would 

dare to take such a risk. ” 

 

The members of the department also had the same thoughts as professor Yue. 

 

“They were all important technicians. In Zone B of the Cen’s base, they were like hearts. ” 

 

What was the most important thing in the human body? 

 

“Of course, it was the heart! ” 

 

“Once the heart stopped beating, then this person would not be able to change anything. ” 

 

“As long as they worked together, they would definitely be able to make Cen Shaoqing compromise and 

bow his head to Professor Yue. ” 

 

“Seeing everyone like this, although Professor Yue was quite happy, she did not show the slightest bit of 

it, “I appreciate everyone’s kindness, but it’s really not worth it to do this for me. In fact, it’s really good 

to retire early. I don’t feel wronged at all. There’s no need for all of you to challenge Master Five for 

me.” ” 
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Professor Yue’s years of leadership were not in vain. 

 

She knew how to control the overall situation without being noticed. 

 

“No matter what time it was, people would always subconsciously lean toward the weak side. ” 

 

“As long as she showed weakness, admitted defeat, and acted as if she was aloof from worldly affairs, 

she could easily control the overall situation! ” 

 

Just like now. 

 

“”Teacher, you’ve brought us up for so many years. We’ve long treated you as a family member. Now 

that you’ve suffered, we naturally have to seek justice for you!”After saying that, Sun Yu looked at the 

crowd, then, she said, “Don’t you all agree with me?” ” 

 

“”Yes!”! Sun Yu was right! Professor Yue, we know that you’re a good person and don’t want to be 

calculative with those people, but if you can suffer this injustice, we can’t! “If Miss Ye can chase you out 

of the base today, who knows what she’ll do tomorrow! “Therefore, we must let Master Five Give You 

Justice!” ” 

 

Ye Zao was really too arrogant! 

 

He relied on the fact that he got first place in the science and technology competition and couldn’t see 

himself clearly. 

 

“No matter what, Professor Yue was still a senior. ” 

 

“When Professor Yue was doing scientific research, Ye Zao hadn’t taken shape yet! ” 



 

But what about ye Zao! 

 

“Not only did he not respect professor Yue, he even tried to sow discord in front of CEN Shaoqing, 

wanting to drive professor Yue out of the base! ” 

 

Their department was not so easy to bully. 

 

“If ye Zao wanted to bully them, he had really found the wrong person! ” 

 

“Sun Yu stood in front of everyone and raised her hands. “Everyone, quiet down and listen to me.” ” 

 

“Hearing this, the air immediately quieted down. ” 

 

“Sun Yu continued, “I propose that all fifty people in our department go on strike and request master 

five to punish ye Zao and give Professor Yue Justice. We don’t have any objections, right?” ” 

 

“No objections.” 

 

“Sun Yu looked at everyone. “If anyone has any objections, please raise your hands now.” ” 

 

“Among the fifty people, no one raised their hands. ” 

 

“Usually, under Tang Xue’s instigation, these people had long been filled with malice towards ye Zao. 

They could not wait for ye Zao’s aircraft carrier plan to be announced as soon as possible and for ye Zao 

to leave the base as soon as possible. How could they have any objections! ! ” 

 

“”Alright.”Sun Yu looked at everyone, then, she said, “Then let’s start writing the Joint Letter Now! The 

contents will be edited by Fatty. After fatty edits it, we will sign it. Fatty, can you finish writing the joint 

letter within half an hour?” ” 

 



“No problem.”Fatty made an ‘OK’gesture. 

 

Sun Yu nodded. “Then let’s begin.” 

 

“Professor Yue’s eyes were red as he bowed to everyone. “Thank you, thank you everyone. I, Yue, will 

remember your kindness.” ” 

 

“Fatty immediately walked over and helped professor Yue up. “Professor Yue, don’t say that. You have 

always been so good to us. This is what we should do.” ” 

 

“Thank you.”Professor Yue was in tears of gratitude. 

 

“Sun Yu walked to Professor Yue’s side. “Professor Yue, don’t worry. This time, we will definitely make 

ye Zao pay the price.” ” 

 

“Soon, the joint letter was written. The Fat Head handed the joint letter to Sun Yu. “Brother Sun, do you 

think this is a good way to write it?” ” 

 

“Sun Yu took the joint letter and read it. Then, she said, “Here’s another sentence. Tell master five to 

remove ye Zao from the Cen family base.” ” 

 

“Ye Zao had made professor Yue suffer so much. Not to mention removing ye Zao’s name, even if ye Zao 

had to kneel on the ground and kowtow to Professor Yue to apologize, it would not be too much. ” 

 

“The fat head said, “Okay, I’ll add it now.” ” 

 

“Soon, the fat head edited the content again. ” 

 

“After Sun Yu read it, she called everyone over to sign and put their handprints on it. ” 

 



There were a total of 50 people in the entire department. All of them had signed their names and 

printed their handprints on it. 

 

“After the joint letter was written, Sun Yu put the letter into the envelope. “I’ll send this joint letter to 

master five now. Professor Yue, please wait for me here.” ” 

 

“Professor Yue said hesitantly, “Really, really?” ” 

 

“”Professor Yue, for someone like Ye Zhuo, you don’t have to be polite to her. If you were to be polite to 

her, she would think that you’re easy to bully!” ” 

 

Professor Yue sighed. “Alright.” 

 

Sun Yu nodded. “I’ll be right back.” 

 

“Okay.” 

 

Sun Yu walked towards Cen Shaoqing’s office. 

 

“Soon, she arrived at Cen Shaoqing’s office. ” 

 

“The door was closed and Zhou Yue, who was wearing a suit, was standing at the door. ” 

 

“”Worker Sun, are you looking for master five?”Zhou Yue stopped Sun Yu. ” 

 

Sun Yu nodded. “Yes.” 

 

“Zhou Yue continued, “Master Wu is not in the office now. If you need anything, come back tomorrow.” 

” 
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He’s not in the office right now? 

 

Sun Yu narrowed her eyes. 

 

“Could it be that Cen Shaoqing had already guessed that he would come looking for him with the joint 

signature letter, so Cen Shaoqing could avoid it. ” 

 

“Sun Yu continued, “It’s fine if he’s not here. It’s the same if you tell Master Five.” ” 

 

“What is it? Tell me.” 

 

“Sun Yu handed the envelope containing the joint signature letter to Zhou Yue, “Special Assistant Zhou, 

this is the joint signature letter of all the members of our department. It contains the requests of all the 

members of our department. Please hand it to master five personally and tell master five that all the 

members of our department will be on strike from now on. “When Ye Zhuo officially apologizes to 

professor Yue, the members of our department will officially resume work.” ” 

 

Zhou Yue frowned. The people in Professor Yue’s hands were too bold! 

 

They actually dared to threaten Cen Shaoqing! 

 

“They probably did not know how Cen Shaoqing got his title, CEN Fifth Master, right? ” 

 

“Zhou Yue continued, “Take the letter back. I’ll Pretend I didn’t hear what you just said!” ” 

 

“Sun Yu looked at Zhou Yue. “Special Assistant Zhou, who are you looking down on? Since this joint 

letter has been written, I have no intention of bringing it back.” ” 



 

“”Listen, Master Five is not someone you can threaten just because you want to. When the time comes, 

if you fail to get what you want, it will be ugly.” ” 

 

Sun Yu’s eyes were filled with disdain. 

 

Zhou Yue wanted to scare him? 

 

He was still in a Daze! 

 

“Their department was the heart of Area B. if this heart was not beating, how would the base operate? ” 

 

“When the time came, Cen Shaoqing would definitely take the initiative to invite every single one of 

them back. ” 

 

Who Was Cen Shaoqing? 

 

CEN fifth master of the capital city. 

 

“When he thought of Cen Shaoqing bowing his head and admitting his mistake in front of them, Zhou 

Yue was a little agitated. ” 

 

“The corners of Sun Yu’s mouth curled up into a smile. “Zhou Yue, please listen well! Our Professor Yue 

is not someone who can be bullied just because he wants to! I will definitely hand over this joint 

signature letter today!” ” 

 

“As she finished speaking.., sun Yu continued to add, “In addition, can you please tell fifth master that if 

he wants our professor Yue to forgive him and lead us back to the Department to work, fifth master 

must bring Ye Zhuo over personally to apologize to our professor Yue!” ” 

 

“Seeing Sun Yu like this, Zhou Yue did not say anything more. ” 



 

Sun Yu turned around and left. 

 

Back in the department. 

 

“A group of people surrounded him. “How is it, Brother Sun? When master five saw the joint letter, was 

he scared out of his wits?” ” 

 

“Was ye Zhuo chased out of the base?” 

 

“”It’s not enough to just chase him out of the base. This ye Zhuo must come here and apologize to 

professor Yue in front of all of us! Oh right, he must also apologize to Miss Tang!” ” 

 

“After everyone had finished speaking, Sun Yu slowly spoke, “Master Five is not in his office. I gave the 

letter to Zhou Yue and told him that our department will be on strike from today until master five brings 

ye Zao to apologize to Professor Yue! Otherwise, we will never resume work!” ” 

 

“Really?” 

 

Sun Yu nodded. “Yes.” 

 

“Then we don’t have to work now?” 

 

“Sun Yu said, “Yes, everyone, let go of the work at hand. We will go home with Professor Yue!” ” 

 

“”Oh, we will go home with Professor Yue!” ” 

 

Everyone cheered excitedly. 

 

Professor Yue was also a little excited. “Do all of you really want to go with me?” 



 

“In the many years since the CEN group’s base was established, this was the first time that a collective 

strike had happened. ” 

 

“”Of course!”Everyone nodded. “Professor Yue, don’t worry. We will definitely not let you suffer.” ” 

 

“Professor Yue continued, “But the base manual says that the technicians who propose a strike will be 

regarded as breaking the contract and will be taken by the base’s citizens. If master five doesn’t come to 

apologize within three days, wouldn’t I implicate all of You?” ” 

 

“”He won’t! Professor Yue, don’t Worry!” ” 

 

“Our Department is the heart in Area B. could it be that master five can have a heart transplant 

surgery?” 

 

How could that be possible! 

 

“If their department could really be replaced so easily, it wouldn’t be called a heart! ” 

 

“Therefore, this time, Cen Shaoqing had to lower his head! ” 

 

Professor Yue was extremely grateful. He stood up and thanked him once again. 

 

The commotion in Area B was very big. 

 

“Soon, the other districts also found out that Professor Yue’s Department members were going on 

strike. ” 

 

“When they walked out of the base, Sun Yu’s girlfriend, Shen Linlin, caught up with Sun Yu. “Sun Yu! 

What are you guys doing? Are you guys really going on strike?” ” 

 



“Sun Yu smiled and said, “Do we look like we’re playing around?” ” 

 

“After saying that, Sun Yu continued, “Linlin, haven’t you always complained that my position in Area B 

is too low? Just wait. After this, master five will definitely give us a promotion.” ” 
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“Shen Linlin frowned, “I’ve been in the base longer than you. Master Five isn’t someone who is easily 

threatened! Moreover, no man would like to be threatened! Sun Yu, don’t be so impulsive. I think the 

matter between Professor Yue and Miss Ye might not be Miss Ye’s fault!” ” 

 

Professor Yue himself was not an easy person to deal with. 

 

“Shen Linlin had worked under ye Zao before, so she had some understanding of ye Zao. ” 

 

Ye Zao was not the kind of person who could not differentiate between right and wrong. 

 

“Hearing this, Sun Yu looked at Shen Linlin in disbelief, “If it’s not ye Zao’s fault, then whose fault do you 

think it is? “That’s right, professor Yue did give Cen Jiang a slap, but what right does ye Zao have to give 

Miss Tang two slaps? She wasn’t hitting Miss Tang, she was hitting Professor Yue! Linlin, you’re my 

girlfriend, how can you turn your back on others?” ” 

 

“Under normal circumstances, other than this kind of thing, his girlfriend would always be on the same 

side with him. ” 

 

“But Shen Linlin, on the other hand, was scolding professor Yue! ” 

 

“Shen Linlin continued, “Sun Yu, I didn’t come to look for you to argue with you!” ” 

 



“Then what are you here for?”Sun Yu had tolerated Shen Linlin for a long time. 

 

“Just because Shen Linlin held a higher position than him in the base, her seniority was higher than his, 

and her salary was higher than his, he had to tolerate Shen Linlin in everything. ” 

 

“But now, he really couldn’t stand it anymore. ” 

 

He was a human! 

 

“Shen Linlin looked at Sun Yu. “Go back to work quickly, don’t mess around with them! Professor Yue 

brought them to strike, don’t mess around with them!” ” 

 

“”Go Back?”Sun Yu laughed sarcastically, “Linlin, don’t tell me that in your eyes, I’m this kind of coward 

who cowered at the last minute? To tell you the truth, I was the one who proposed the strike! I was also 

the one who submitted the joint letter. This time, master five must bow to us!”Shen Linlin always felt 

that he was not capable enough, this time, he would do something big for Shen Linlin to see! ” 

 

Let Shen Linlin know what a real man was! 

 

“”What? You said that the strike was your idea?”Shen Linlin’s face was pale. “Sun Yu, do you know what 

you’re saying?” ” 

 

“Sun Yu said, “I know what I’m saying, and I know what I’m doing! Linlin, just wait for me to get 

promoted and get rich!” ” 

 

“Shen Linlin’s expression was very ugly, “Sun Yu!”! Are you crazy? It’s not too late to regret now! Hurry 

up and go back! Master Five is not in the office now, and I still have some friendship with Zhou Yue. 

Hurry up and get the joint letter back! Just pretend that nothing happened or else when master five gets 

angry, there won’t be any medicine for regret for you!” ” 

 

“”Linlin, don’t worry! Nothing will happen! You women are just too timid!”Not only did Sun Yu not want 

to get the joint letter back, but she also hoped that Cen Shaoqing could see it soon. ” 

 



“”Sun Yu!”Shen linlin continued, “It’s not easy to get close to the Cen family’s base! “Please don’t joke in 

your own name. I’m ordering you in the name of my girlfriend to quickly take back the joint letter! 

“Otherwise, let’s break up!” ” 

 

“You’re threatening me with breaking up?”Sun Yu looked at Shen Linlin. 

 

“”Are you going or not?”Shen Linlin tried her best to suppress her temper, “It’s impossible for master 

five to bring Miss Ye to apologize to Professor Yue! Your department is overestimating yourself too 

much! “Listen to me and quickly go back. Now that everyone in your department has left, only you are 

left. “When the time comes, master five will definitely put you in an important position!” ” 

 

“”Let’s break up,”Sun Yu said. ” 

 

He could finally see that Shen Linlin had looked down on him from the start. 

 

“What?”Shen Linlin looked at Sun Yu in disbelief. 

 

“Sun Yu continued, “I said, break up!” ” 

 

“Shen Linlin nodded and held back her anger. “Fine! Break Up, right? Then break up! Whoever regrets it 

will be the grandson!” ” 

 

Regret? 

 

A mocking light flashed in Sun Yu’s eyes. 

 

It was not certain who regretted it! 

 

“When Cen Shaoqing was promoted to his official position, Shen Linlin would definitely regret it. ” 

 

On the other side. 



 

“After receiving Sun Yu’s joint letter, Zhou Yue immediately went to Cen Shaoqing and told him about 

professor Yue leading the members of the department to strike. “Master Five, this is the joint letter that 

Sun Yu asked me to give you.” ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing held the Buddhist beads in his left hand and took the joint letter with his right hand. He 

did not even glance at it and directly threw it into the trash can at the side. 

 

Trash should stay in the trash can. 

 

“Seeing him like this, Zhou Yue was stunned. “You? What are you doing?” ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing looked up slightly. “What did Miss ye say she wanted to eat?” 

 

What did Miss Ye want to eat? 

 

Could it be that now was the time to study what Miss Ye wanted to eat? 
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Professor Yue led all the members of Section B to strike! 

 

“If Cen Shaoqing didn’t find a solution soon, the entire section B would be paralyzed. ” 

 

The reason why Professor Yue dared to lead all the members to strike was because of the importance of 

their research room in section B. she was certain that Cen Shaoqing would admit defeat and personally 

apologize to them. 

 



“If it weren’t for the fact that she was 100% confident, even if professor Yue wanted to lead all the 

members on a strike, the 50 members of the research lab in Area B wouldn’t agree to it! ” 

 

“However, at this critical moment, Cen Shaoqing’s first thought wasn’t how to solve this crisis, but what 

ye Zhuo had just said he wanted to eat. ” 

 

Could it be that the entire research lab in Area B was less important to Cen Shaoqing Than Ye Zhuo? 

 

“If professor Yue found out about this, he would definitely be furious. ” 

 

“After a while, Zhou Yue raised his head and looked at Cen Shaoqing. “Miss ye seemed to have 

mentioned that a spicy and sour powder shop in the east of the city tastes pretty good.” ” 

 

“”The east of the city, right?”Cen Shaoqing lowered his head slightly and slowly twirled the Buddha 

beads. ” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

Cen Shaoqing turned around and walked out. “To the east of the city.” 

 

Zhou Yue was stunned. 

 

“Ye Zhuo had only casually mentioned it, but Cen Shaoqing was actually planning to go? ” 

 

“Seeing that Cen Shaoqing’s figure had already disappeared outside the door, Zhou Yue immediately 

trotted to follow Cen Shaoqing’s footsteps. ” 

 

This spicy and sour noodles shop in east side of the city was located in a small alley. 

 



“The owner of the shop was an old couple. As they did not know how to advertise online, they were all 

regular customers. Although there was no long line in front of the door, there was always an endless 

stream of people coming to eat. ” 

 

The old couple were very enthusiastic. 

 

“Zhou Yue pushed the door open and got out of the car. “Master five, I’ll get out to buy some.” ” 

 

“Wait in the car. I’ll go by myself.”Cen Shaoqing reached out and closed the car door. 

 

Zhou Yue was stunned. 

 

Cen Shaoqing had already gotten out of the car. 

 

“He was tall and had long legs. His black windbreaker accentuated his powerful aura. He did not fit in 

with the simple and crude spicy and sour powder shop. As soon as he entered, he attracted everyone’s 

attention. ” 

 

Some girls started to secretly take pictures with their phones. 

 

“Under the high-definition camera, there was not a single blemish on his face. ” 

 

“The girls almost screamed, but they still held it in. ” 

 

“At this moment, a heavy shadow was cast over. ” 

 

The girls looked up and saw that it was Cen Shaoqing walking over. 

 

What was he doing here? 

 



Could it be that he was here to ask for their wechat signal? 

 

“When they thought of this, they were extremely excited. ” 

 

“A moment later, Cen Shaoqing opened his thin lips and said, “Delete it. My girlfriend will be angry.” ” 

 

Delete it? 

 

His girlfriend will be angry? 

 

“Such a handsome man actually had a girlfriend. Furthermore, he had the potential to be a strict wife… ” 

 

“One of the girls quickly reacted. “Alright, Alright. We’ll delete it immediately.” ” 

 

“Cen Shaoqing did not say anything else. He walked over and ordered, “Two servings of hot and sour 

noodles, to go.” ” 

 

“The old lady smiled and said, “Okay, do you want anything else besides hot and sour noodles? Our 

stewed duck neck and duck feet are also pretty good.” ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing hesitated. 

 

“The old lady continued, “Sir, you’re going to go back to eat with your girlfriend, right? Girls like to eat 

duck neck and duck feet.” ” 

 

“CEN Shaoqing said, “Then I’ll have some of both.” ” 

 

“Okay.”The old lady nodded. “Please wait a moment.” 

 



“Very soon, two servings of hot and sour noodles were ready, along with a serving of duck feet and duck 

neck. ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing carried the things back to the car. 

 

The hot and sour noodles smelled very fragrant. 

 

“Just as Cen Shaoqing got into the car, Zhou Yue smelled a seductive fragrance. ” 

 

“He had also eaten hot and sour noodles with his girlfriend, but this was the first time he had seen such 

a fragrant one. ” 

 

This miss ye was really amazing! 

 

She even discovered such a remote hot and sour noodles shop. 

 

“When he was on vacation, he would also bring his girlfriend over to eat with him. ” 

 

“Dongcheng was a distance away from the base. In order not to affect the taste of hot and sour noodles, 

Zhou Yue sped up and took a shortcut. The original twenty-minute journey took ten minutes. ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing carried the hot and sour noodles to ye Zao’s office. 

 

“Through a glass door, Cen Shaoqing saw ye Zao in the middle of a meeting. ” 

 

Ye Zao signaled him to wait for a while with his eyes. 

 

Cen Shaoqing nodded. 

 

“Five minutes later, the meeting ended and Cen Shaoqing pushed the door open and entered. ” 



 

“Cen Jiang, Cen he, Cen Hu, and Cen Hai walked out from inside. When they saw Cen Shaoqing who had 

been waiting outside for five minutes, they were secretly speechless. In this world, the only person who 

dared to make Cen Shaoqing wait was probably ye Zao. ” 

 

“”Hello, Fifth Master.”The four brothers greeted Cen Shaoqing one by one. ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing nodded slightly. 

 

“Cen Shaoqing had just closed the door when CEN he lowered his voice and said, “Do you think fifth 

master looks like a little wife?” ” 
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“”I think it’s quite similar!”Cen Hai continued, “I used to think that master five and Miss Ye were 

married, so master five would definitely be in charge. Who knew that Miss Ye’s gaze would scare master 

five to death.”” 

 

“”If Master Five isn’t afraid of Miss Ye, can he ask Miss Ye to lead?”” 

 

The few of them spoke as they walked forward. 

 

Cen Shaoqing pushed the door open and came inside. 

 

“Ye Zhuo picked up the windbreaker hanging on the clothes rack. “You’re here. Come, let’s go to the 

cafeteria to eat.”” 

 

“I bought this.”Cen Shaoqing placed the takeaway box on the office desk. “Let’s eat in the office for 

lunch.” 



 

“It smells so good!”Ye Zhuo’s eyes lit up. “Is it Yun Ji’s hot and sour powder?” 

 

“Yes.”Cen Shaoqing nodded slightly. 

 

“When did you go?”Ye Zao asked in surprise. 

 

“Yun Ji’s spicy and sour noodles were not listed on the takeaway website. If one wanted to eat it, they 

had to go by themselves.” 

 

“I just went.” 

 

Ye Zao opened the packaging. “You bought duck necks and duck feet?” 

 

“CEN Shaoqing continued, “The granny inside recommended me to buy them.”” 

 

“Ye Zao smiled and said, “I haven’t eaten their duck’s feet and neck yet!”Zhao Pingting had brought ye 

Zao to eat in this restaurant. She had only eaten it once, but she couldn’t forget the taste. It was just a 

casual remark, unexpectedly, Cen Shaoqing remembered it.” 

 

“I heard it tastes good.”Cen Shaoqing sat down and rolled up his sleeves. 

 

“Ye Zhuo took out the food and placed a plate in front of CEN Shaoqing. “By the way, I heard that 

Professor Yue and all the members of his research room went on strike.”” 

 

“Okay.”Cen Shaoqing nodded slightly. 

 

“”What do you plan to do now?”Ye Zhuo opened the lid of the box and immediately, a fragrant smell 

assaulted him.” 

 



“It was sour, spicy, and fresh. There was a layer of red oil and coriander floating on it. When stirred, the 

already rich fragrance became even stronger.” 

 

“Cen Shaoqing put the Buddha beads aside and said, “Just let the A-2 members fill in.”Cen Shaoqing had 

trained many talents in the base. Professor Yue thought that their research lab occupied the core area in 

Area B, as long as all the members of their research lab went on strike, there would be paralysis in Area 

B. Little did they know that the A-2 members could be substitutes at any time.” 

 

“Not to mention a single research lab going on strike, even if all ten research labs went on strike, it 

would not affect Cen Shaoqing.” 

 

Professor Yue’s threat couldn’t even withstand a single blow. 

 

“”That’s good.”Ye Zhuo nodded slightly and ate a mouthful of hot and sour powder. The taste was thick 

beef flavor, followed by the freshness of the dolphin bone soup. Finally, the refreshing hot and sour 

taste was very layered, and the taste was very good, it made people want to swallow their tongues.” 

 

“After a mouthful of powder, ye Zhuo picked up a duck neck. Then, he was surprised to find that the 

duck neck and duck feet tasted very good.” 

 

“”Leader, how does it taste?”Cen Shaoqing raised his head and asked.” 

 

“”Very good,”ye Zao continued, “When we have time, let’s go to their restaurant to eat together.”” 

 

“Okay.” 

 

… 

 

On the other side. 

 

“Tang Xue received two slaps from ye Zao for nothing. The more she thought about it, the more 

uncomfortable she felt.” 



 

She and Ye Zao were both members of the base. What right did ye Zao have to hit her? 

 

Just wait. 

 

She would definitely find an opportunity to redeem herself and take revenge for today. She would make 

ye Zhuo pay back tenfold. 

 

“At this moment, Xu Guo ran in. “Sister Xue! Sister Xue! Something Big has happened!”” 

 

“What big thing has happened?”Tang Xue looked at Xu Guo. 

 

“Xu Guo’s face showed a faint look of excitement. She took a deep breath and said, “All the members of 

Professor Yue’s research lab have gone on strike!”” 

 

“On strike?”Tang Xue narrowed her eyes and stood up from her chair. “What’s Going On?” 

 

“Xu Guo continued, “It seems that it’s because master five asked Professor Yue to retire early!”” 

 

Early retirement? 

 

“According to Professor Yue’s current age, early retirement had nothing to do with direct dismissal. 

Under normal circumstances, the members of the base would not be retired early if they did not 

remember any major offenses.” 

 

“Why did master five allow Professor Yue to retire early?”Tang Xue asked. 

 

Professor Yue had been in the base for many years and had made a lot of contributions to the base. 

 

“Hearing this news, Tang Xue was still very surprised.” 



 

“After saying that, Tang Xue continued, “Just because Professor Yue brought people to Big C district to 

cause trouble for ye Zhuo?”” 

 

Xu Guo nodded. “I heard that’s the case!” 

 

Tang Xue narrowed her eyes. “The heavens will punish the MANIAC!” 

 

Just wait. 

 

Ye Zhuo was about to receive his retribution. 

 

Professor Yue’s research room was the most important research room in area B. No one else could 

replace it! 

 

“This time, if Cen Shaoqing wanted to appease professor Yue’s anger and restore order in Area B, he had 

to show his sincerity.” 
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Ye Zao had offended Professor Yue so badly. How could professor Yue forgive him so easily? 

 

“This time, even if ye Zao was not expelled from the base, he would still lose a layer of skin. ” 

 

“Thinking of this, Tang Xue suddenly felt that her face did not hurt anymore. “Xu Guo, where is Professor 

Yue Now?” ” 

 

“Xu Guo said, “They have already left the base.” ” 



 

“After saying that, Xu Guo continued, “Oh right, sister Xue, brother Wang asked me to give you this 

ointment. He said it has a miraculous effect on reducing swelling and removing blood stasis.” ” 

 

Tang Xue reached out to take it. “Help me thank him.” 

 

“”Okay.”Xu Guo nodded. “Sister Xue, if there’s nothing else, I’ll be leaving first.” ” 

 

“You can leave first.” 

 

Xu Guo turned around and left. 

 

“Just as she walked out of the office door, she saw Wang Lei standing at the corner waiting for her. ” 

 

“Brother Wang.”Xu Guo jogged over. 

 

“Wang Lei asked, “Did you give that ointment to Tang Xue?” ” 

 

“”I did.”Xu Guo nodded. “Don’t worry. Can I not do what you asked me to do, brother Wang?” ” 

 

“Wang Lei rubbed his hands and said a little embarrassedly, “About that, is Tang Xue Alright?” ” 

 

“”She’s fine. Don’t worry.”Xu Guo smiled and said, “If you’re worried, you can go in and take a look 

yourself. Sister Xue isn’t a tigress, what are you afraid of!” ” 

 

“When he heard this, Wang Lei felt even more embarrassed. ” 

 

“Xu Guo continued, “Brother Wang, you won’t be able to get a girlfriend like this!” ” 

 



“Wang Lei scratched his head. “I, I’ll be leaving First!” ” 

 

“At this moment, Xu Guo continued, “Then, brother Wang, Wait a moment.” ” 

 

“Do you have anything else?”Wang Lei asked. 

 

“Xu Guo continued, “Sister Xue asked me to say thank you.” ” 

 

Thank you. 

 

“Tang Xue’s thank you made Wang Lei’s face turn red. “No, you’re welcome!” ” 

 

“After saying that.., ” 

 

xu Guo smiled as she watched Wang Lei’s back. 

 

“Wang Lei was a rare talent in the base, but he was more introverted. He did not like to talk much and 

did not have many friends in the base. ” 

 

He was a loner. 

 

“If Wang Lei did not have a crush on Tang Xue, Xu Guo would have wanted to chase after him. ” 

 

“It was not because she liked Wang Lei, but because she felt that a man like Wang Lei would be very 

loyal and responsible after marriage. ” 

 

What a pity. 

 

Xu Guo looked at Wang Lei’s back and shook her head regretfully. 



 

In the office. 

 

“After Tang Xue applied the ointment, she turned on her laptop and logged into the international 

scientific research forum. She switched to her alternate account and anonymously posted a post. ” 

 

“[ after the aircraft carrier, the Dark Horse of the scientific and technological world, Dr. YC, stirred up 

trouble again. He actually used a nuclear reactor as the fuel for the aircraft carrier! ] ” 

 

“In the post, there was an exaggerated description of how ye Zao preserved the Nuclear Reactor and 

how he guaranteed that he could use the nuclear reactor to build an aircraft carrier that was faster than 

the speed of light. ” 

 

Normal people knew that a nuclear reactor could not be used as fuel. 

 

An aircraft carrier used either fuel or nuclear power. 

 

“At the bottom of the post, the researchers from various countries were jeering. ” 

 

[ Dr. YC? Is it the Chinese who made such a big claim to build an aircraft carrier? ] 

 

“[ yes, it’s her! ] ” 

 

[ has her aircraft carrier been built? ] 

 

“[ China can’t even build a spaceship, let alone an aircraft carrier! ] ” 

 

“[ the person above is lying! Just watch the show, I haven’t seen such a funny joke in many years! It’s so 

funny! ] ” 

 



“[ light speed? Oh My God, she really knows how to Brag, reaching light speed can directly travel 

through time and space! The space carrier is huge, how to ascend is a difficult problem, and YC actually 

wants to reach light speed! Speechless! ] ” 

 

“[ light speed is currently the fastest speed visible to the naked eye. On average, it can reach 300,000 

kilometers per second. In other words, from China to C country, this YC can reach it in the blink of an 

eye! ]! [ does she even know what the concept of light speed is? ]? [ even if she wants to brag, she can’t 

brag like this, right? ]? [ this bragging is going to the sky! ]! [ I wouldn’t dare to do this even in my 

dreams! ] ” 

 

“Not to mention 300,000 kilometers per second, even if she could create an aircraft that could fly at 

300,000 kilometers per hour, it would still be a miracle in the world ” 

 

“300,000 kilometers per hour? Not to mention the fact that humans are currently unable to achieve 

that, even if it were another 100 years, it would still be impossible ” 

 

“What are you guys talking about, brother Ji? An aircraft that could fly around the earth once would only 

be 40,000 kilometers. 300,000 kilometers would be enough to fly around the earth 7-8 times! Could it 

be that YC could fly around the earth for 7-8 times in the blink of an eye ” 

 

“At this year’s science and Technology Exhibition, I saw YC once. She was very young. I have to admit 

that her looks were indeed stunning. She was very beautiful, but judging from her age, she should not 

be more than 18 years old! However, I was stunned. I did not know how she got first place! I also did not 

understand why there were so many big shots in science and technology circling around her. After 

seeing the news that she was going to build an aircraft carrier, I was not surprised. Bragging is also a 

type of strength. Ordinary people, who can make the big shots in the Tech World Go Round and round? ] 

” 


